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Silk Fabric - Dupion
  

  
Product code: KBT235-F60-B33
Selected Colour: White (1)
Width: 112cm
Price: £19.99/mtr
Bulk Purchase:

Roll Length: 23 mtrs
Roll Price: 18.99/mtr

Available Colours:

White (1) Ivory (2) Pale Peach (5) Bamboo (7)

Candy(8)  Rose (10) Antique Rose
(9)

Peach (11)

Red (12) Wine (13) Fuschia (14) Cerise shot
effect (15)

Violet (16) Shot effect
Purple (17)

Aqua (18) Turquise (19)

Sapphire (20) Jade (21) Royal (22) Marine Blue
(23)

Woodlands (24) Lavender (25) LeafGreen (27) BottleGreen
(28)

SunFlower (29) Gold (30) Deep Gold shot
effect (31)

Paprika (32)

Flame (34) Dusky (35) Coral (36) Silver (37)

Powder Blue
(39)

Shot Effect
Mauve (40)

Claret (41) Black (42)

Blue Olive shot
effect (43)

 Royal shot
effect(44)

Marine
Green(45)

Shot Effect
Green(46)

Deep Navy (47) Deep Red (48) Daffodil (49) Inca Gold (50)

Blue Gold (51) Olive (52) Highland Green
(53)

Henna (54)

Ember (55) Poinsetta (56) Colbolt Blue Tanzanite (58)



(57)

Classic Blue
(59)

Mocha (60) Cream (61) Fern (62)

Lilly (63) Sage (64) Mermaid (65) Teal (66)

Sea Marine
Green (67)

Ceramic
Green(68)

Grape (69) Champagne
(70)

Green Haze
(71)

Navy (72) Pacific (73) Burgundy (74)

Shot Effect Blue
(75)

Sesame (76) Amber (77) Old Gold (78)

Desert Sand
(79)

Hazel (80) Pale Pink (3) Shell Pink (4)

Magnolia (6)

  

Description:

Silk fabric is a luxurious material that is meticulously crafted from 100% silk yarn, which is spun from the
cocoon of silkworms. This exceptional fabric yarn is imported from China and skill fully woven on hand
looms in India. The result is a fabric renowned for its distinct dupion irregular slub effect, making it highly
coveted in the world of high fashion.

The versatility of silk dupion is truly remarkable, making it a preferred choice for creating exquisite
garments suitable for upscale occasions. From stylish shirts to elegant bridesmaids' dresses, from eye-
catching costumes to sophisticated cravats and ties, and from graceful blouses to stunning formal dresses,
silk dupion adds a touch of luxury and refinement to any ensemble.

However, silk dupion's allure extends far beyond the boundaries of fashion. Its captivating lustre and
remarkable draping properties have earned it a prominent place in the realm of interior design.

This exquisite silk fabric has become increasingly popular for creating fashionable and opulent soft
furnishings. Whether it's for curtains that exude elegance and charm, upholstery that showcases a touch
of luxury, or window displays that catch the eye, silk dupion is a versatile choice for a variety of
settings. From domestic residences to upscale hotels and commercial establishments, silk dupion is
sought after for its ability to enhance the ambiance of any space. Its unmatched beauty and timeless
appeal make it a favoured option among those who appreciate the finest in textile craftsmanship.

It is worth noting that silk dupion is often referred to as Dupioni Silk, emphasizing its unique
characteristics and exceptional quality. This label serves as a testament to the fabric's distinctiveness and
its reputation as a symbol of luxury and elegance. Silk dupion, or Dupioni Silk, truly exemplifies the
epitome of elegance and refinement in both the fashion and interior design industries.

Moreover, its captivating lustre and draping properties make it an ideal choice for soft furnishings, adding
a touch of luxury to curtains, upholstery, and window displays.
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